ABSTIACT. We construct the Nachbin compactification for a F3. 
regular convergence ordered space satisfying conditions C and 0 to be a Ts.s-ordered convergence ordered space, and we show that for such a space X, the regular modification r(X*/) of the quotient X'/ is a regular, T2-ordered convergence ordered compactification of X. Relative to this compactification functor, the regular, T2-ordered, compact convergence spaces (with increasing, continuous maps as morphisms) form an epireflective subcategory of the category of all T3.s-ordered convergence ordered spaces (with increasing, continuous maps as morphisms).
PRELIMINARIES.
We introduce some basic notation and terminology and summarize some results from [4] . If (X, _<) is a poset, and A C_ X, we denote by i(A),d(A), and A^the increasing, decreasing, and conez hulls, respectively, of A; note that A n i(A) d(A). Similarly, if F(X) is the set of all (proper) filters on X and r F(X), let i(Y'), the filter generated by i(F) F Y'), be If (X, <_, -,) is a poser (X, <) equipped with a convergence structure --, which is locally convex (i.e., f z whenever Y" --, z), then (X, <,--,) is called a convergence ordered space; we usually write X rather than (X, <, -,) when there is no danger of ambiguity. A convergence ordered space is Tx -ordered if the sets i(x) and d(x) are closed for all x X, and Tn-ordered if the order <_ is a closed subset of X X. For any convergence ordered space X, let CI(X) (respectively, CD'(X)) denote the set of all continuous, increasing (respectively, decreasing) maps from X into [0,1].
A convergence ordered space whose convergence structure is a topology is called a topological ordered space. Such a space is said to be convex if the open monotone (i.e., increasing or decreasing) sets form a subbase for the topology. For the remainder of this paper, we shall adopt the notational abbreviation used in [4] and write "t.o.s" instead of topological ordered space" and "c.o.s." in place of "convergence ordered space".
A t.o.s. X is said to be T3.a-ordered if it satisfies the following conditions: (1) If z E X,A is a closed subset of X, and z A, then there is y CI'(X) and g CD'(X) such that f(z) g(z) 0 and f(y) V g(y) 1, for all y A; (2) If z y in X, there is f CI'(X) such that f(y) 0 and f(z) 1 If X is a T.-ordered t.o.s., then the Nachbin compactification of X (see [1] , [6] ) is obtained by embedding X into an "ordered cube , whose component intervals are indexed by CI'(X). The Nachbin compactification/0X is characterized by the following well-known result. Let Y be the filter on X generated by sets of the form F {(a, b) X -< a < 0, b 0} for each natural number n, and let x (0, 0). Let .b e the convex hull of any ultrafilter containing the set S ((a, b) E X a -b-1) and coarser than the filter generated by sets of the form H, ((a,b) _ X" b >_ n) for n 1,2,3,.... Note that ($1) is violated by 3r,. and x; thus the compactification X" of X is not T2-ordered.
0X AS A QUOTIENT OF X'.
Let (X, <_ be any c.o.s., and let (X,o) be the convergence ordered compactification of X constructed in the last section. By Proposition 1.3 there is, for any f CI(X), a unique, continuous, increasing extension fo X" --, [0,1].
We define an equivalence relation on X" as follows: is defined as follows:
We also impose on X/] the quotient convergence structure which is described (see [2] [3] in X/, which implies Y" x in X, since is a homeomorphic embedding. This contradicts Y E X'. We therefore conclude that X satisfies Condition C. Finally, let x,y X such that f(x) < y(y) for all f CI'(X). Then fo(p(x)) <_ f((y)) for all f G CI'(X), i.e.f.() _< f.() for all f CI'(X). This implies [3] One question which deserves clarification is the status of X'/ as a "quotient" of X'. We have indeed equipped X'/R with the quotient convergence structure, but can we interpret _ as the "quotient order" relative to the order _' defined on X'? Various notions of "quotient order" have been considered (for instance, see [5] and [8] which the partial order is equality. Indeed, any T.s convergence space'X, equipped with the trivial order (equality), satisfies Condition C and O relative to CI'(X) C'(X), the set of all continuous maps from X into [0,1]. For such a space X, oX (which also has the trivial order) coincides with the largest regular, Hausdorff convergence space compactification of X constructed in [9] .
